
 

W I N T E R  2 0 1 3  

TAK    TALK    

Dear Yeggs, 
 

I am often asked what Takajo is like in winter.  Having just returned from a few 

days at camp, “relaxing” with my family, I am energized by spending time in the 

idyllic beauty of Maine.  The camp is blanketed by about two and half feet of 

snow.  The lake is frozen solid and ice fishing huts dot the landscape.  My son, 

Max, for reasons unfathomable to me, has taken up fishing as a hobby.  Max, in 

turn, has pulled younger brother, Jack, into the mix.  In the summer, Jason 

Tackett (AKA Tweeter) is usually cajoled into taking a group of boys down to 

the lake to fish from the docks.  In the winter, dad is the only option so I 

“happily” go along to stand on the frozen lake next to the hole where Max and 

Jack wait patiently for a tug on their lines.  I must admit, it is exciting when one 

of the boys pulls up a fish even though most are spared and tossed back into 

Long Lake.  

When walking around camp in the dead of winter, the silence is deafening, but 

the memories from the previous summer and the echoes of children laughing 

and having fun linger in the air.  Standing near the entrance arch, I can vividly 

picture opening day when the staff assembles near the Playhouse to welcome 

and cheer our campers 

as they file off the buses, 

filled with excitement 

and, for some, a bit of 

“nervous anticipation.”   

I smile at the thought of 

a counselor introducing 

himself to a first-time 

camper, then putting his 

arm around him and 

walking with him from 

the bus to the bunk.  

How reassuring for 

parents to know the 

care that awaits their 

child from the moment 

he arrives at camp. 
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0    I REMEMBER WHEN I WAS A SHY LITTLE FIRST YEAR 
CAMPER, BUT LOOK AT ME NOW! says Jake Ades.   

 
THAT’S WHAT WE’RE WORRIED ABOUT, reply first year 

campers Sam Kolitch (left) and Wilmer Perez. 



    
 

Walking around camp in the stillness, 

other memories come flooding back from 

a sensational summer in 2012…over 

thirty fifteen-year-old campers, the 

Okees, relishing every moment of  their 

final camp season, checking off all the 

activities on their Bucket List….seeing so 

many campers lined up around the tennis 

court fence, cheering their fellow 

campers to victory in the Takajo Tennis 

Invitational….the dedication of Fortin 

Field in honor of our Warrior Camp 

group leader, Hammerin’ Hank Fortin, for 

over forty years of loyal service….weekly 

cookouts on the Senior baseball field or 

on the Commons Deck and beach — a 

perfect way to enjoy a relaxing meal with 

friends on a beautiful summer night….a 

camp-wide laser tag game, the perfect 

d i s t ract ion af ter  v i s i t ing day 

weekend….make-your-own-sundae parties—what could be better on a hot summer night....the Senior Camper 

Dance Off which has become a tradition at their make-your-own-sundae party….weekly movie nights on the 

beach with popcorn for all thanks to Don Matthews...and speaking of Don, the excitement he shares with 

virtually every Warrior camper as he helps them learn to water ski….watching the Olympics on the Commons 

Deck as the camp comes together to cheer for the USA….Warrior movie nights at my house, a perfect way to 

hang out with our youngest campers….the Annual Counselor Slam Dunk Contest on the Warrior basketball 

court, bleachers packed with screaming campers, and counselors floating through the air with the greatest of 

ease (OK, the baskets were lowered to 8½ feet, 

but it was still very exciting!)….the Carnival, 

always a spectacular event and a time to dress 

up and get silly—connect with our sisters and 

cousins  from nearby girls’ camps—enjoy great 

blow up games and attractions—and eat our fill 

of cotton candy and snow cones….the Junior/

Senior Soccer Challenge, best two out of three 

(after the Juniors took the first game!)….one 

week specialty camps with top notch coaches in 

soccer, basketball, baseball and lacrosse which 

gave boys from all age levels an opportunity to 

opt out of their normally scheduled program and 

focus on intensive training in any or all of these 

sports….the Takajo Climbing Invitational with 

six camps all aiming for new heights, with Takajo 

reaching the highest and winning the 

competition….our Invitational Sailing Regatta, 

 

RHYTHM?  WHAT’S RHYTHM?? 
Hangin’ and bangin’ in the Music House (from left to right) 

Andrew Noah, Zach Lubar and Andrew Cutler 

 

WHICH ONE OF THESE IS NOT LIKE THE OTHER ONES? 
That would be Evan Hirsch (far right) who has a little brother,  

Andrew, but not a twin brother like Sam Heller (left) whose twin is 
Ben and  Brian Huffman whose twin is Scott (or is that Scott?). 



    
 

with the cooperation of a little wind 

that allowed us to show off our new 

fleet of sailboats…. GaGa Mania—the 

introduction of this fast-paced, fun 

game was a bigger hit than we even 

expected….Family GaGa matches were 

one of the highl ights of the 

summer….Paddy and Sean Hanlon 

surprising our Senior campers with an 

old school Breakfast Cookout on the 

Quad, complete with bacon and eggs 

cooked over an open fire....July 4th 

Festivities that included our annual 

march in the Naples Town Parade, a 

sand castle contest on our beach, nine 

year camper Sam Tabin’s inspirational 

camper address at our July 4th 

Assembly followed by counselor Jordan 

Nick’s poignant remarks about “the 

value of freedom”….trips down to Sebago Lake aboard a 50 foot long Pirate Ship with lunch on board and 

swimming off the side….Our annual Art Show, a spectacular event where projects from ten different hobby 

programs are displayed for all to admire….the Junior Big Show, Annie, which featured the beautiful voice of 

Andy Hartman in the title role as he sang “The Sun Will Come Out Tomorrow” and co-star Spencer Barich 

who was sensational as Miss Hannigan….and who will ever forget (try as we may!) Daddy Warbucks, AKA 

Trent Fyffe, shaving his head just before the production to put every ounce of his soul in his performance 

(talk about method acting)….and not be  outdone, our Senior Big Show, Little Shop of Horrors, featured 

outstanding performances by Liam Mohan (as Audrey) and Max Lazerwitz (as Seymour), not to mention Jax 

Gordon (as one of the Doo-Wop Singers) in a strapless evening gown and high heels dancing on stage (I 

know, I said I shouldn’t mention that!)

….Max and Jax milked every last ounce 

out of their  final summers at camp and 

were true role models for our younger 

campers as were so many of our Senior 

campers. 

We pack so much into a season, I could 

go on like this forever (although I can 

hear Morty saying, “No, you’re bound to 

improve!”).  From Dippies charging down 

the hill every morning and jumping into  

the lake, to all the activities and trips each 

and every day, to all the special events 

during the summer, a boy who makes the 

most out of a summer at Takajo creates 

indelible, positive memories for himself—

and for the camp!  

HAIR TODAY, GONE TOMORROW! 
Daddy Warbucks (Trent Fyffe) with Annie (Andy Hartman)  

and Miss Hannigan (Spencer Barich, far left)  
and Grace (Justin Wachtel). 

 

 

SEE, WE TOOK AT LEAST ONE BATH THIS SUMMER! 
And it was a COLD one!  Warrior campers with counselor  

Gary Lloyd (2nd from left) at Diana’s Baths in Bartlett, NH, one of the  
many picturesque locations we visit in the nearby White Mountains. 

 



    
 

MUSINGS 
 
 
I am often asked why I think camp is so important for the development of today’s youth.  I recently had 
another in a string of personal experiences which continue to validate why I believe so strongly in the 
camp experience.   
 
First and foremost I am a dad, a role that I cherish with every ounce of my being.  Like many of you my 
children are scheduled — perhaps over-scheduled — during the week with travel soccer, tennis, Hebrew 
School, and a host of other activities we manage to squeeze in.  And like many of you, I enjoy witnessing 
these events not only because of the joy derived from seeing my children accomplish something new, but 
candidly because I feel more comfortable being on the sideline, just in case. 
 
Late this fall, I was flying to Florida on a Saturday morning to meet with some camp families over the 
weekend.  This meant I would not be at my daughter, Kate’s, travel soccer game.  Sitting on the plane, 
seat belt buckled, I decided to make one last call to our nanny, Torey, who was at the game.  When I 
asked Torey how it was going, she told me the game was tied at 1-1 and that Kate had just taken a penalty 
kick.  She added that Kate had hit the post and it almost went in.  Just as Torey was finishing her description, 
I was instructed to turn off my phone for departure. 
 
For the next three hours I was 35,000 feet in the air wondering how Kate was doing.  Did her team lose 
the game by one goal?  Was Kate blamed for the loss?  Were her teammates angry?  Why did the coach 
pick her to take the penalty kick in a tie game when there 
are better players on her squad?  Talk about a turbulent 
flight! All I could think about was, “If I was there, 
everything would be okay and I could help Kate navigate 
the disappointment.” 
 
When the flight landed I could not call fast enough for the 
update.  With my heart pounding I listened as my 
daughter answered the phone.   
 
“How was the game, Kate?” I asked. 
 
“Great, Dad!  We tied, one to one.” 
 
Before I could launch into my fatherly pep talk about 
missing a penalty kick, Kate said, “And guess what, Dad?  I 
had a chance to take a penalty kick.  I was nervous and I 
missed it, but it was a great experience and it’ll teach me 
how to relax and focus for the next one.”   
 
In one hour on the soccer field my daughter showed 
noticeable growth from her experience — and I had 
absolutely nothing to do with it!   A lesson in self-
reliance, independence, sportsmanship, courage — all 
without her father looking over her shoulder. 
 
As I walked off the plane I couldn’t help but think how 
many times a day these experiences occur in the life of a 
camper at Takajo. 

 

DAD, I PROMISE! 
I’LL CALL YOU IF I NEED YOU. 
My independent daughter, Kate. 



    
 

 OVERHEARD AT CAMP LAST SUMMER 
 
          Senior camper Harry Lane:   “Paddy, did you swim the lake again this year?” 
  Senior group head Paddy Mohan:   “I tried to, but I didn’t finish.” 
                                         Harry: “Why?  What happened?” 
                                         Paddy:   “I made it halfway across but I got tired, so I turned around and   
  swam back.” 
 
        Nature counselor Joe Wood:  “Joey, do you know how to make a small fortune as an artist?” 
             Art counselor Joey Schell: “No.  How?” 
                                             Joe: “Start out with a large fortune.” 
   
  Warrior counselor Shad Osiyami:  “I went to school be become a wit.” 
     Warrior camper Todd Shriber: “Really?  What happened?”  
                                           Shad: “I only got halfway through.” 
  
                    Head chef Tom Lam: “Did you hear somebody sued the parsley salesman?”  
             Steward Donnie Abrams: “Really?  What happened to him?” 
                                          Tom: “They garnished his wages.” 
                                                                                    
            Secretary Hannah Ahlers:  “Do people sleep more soundly as they get older?”    
 Associate Director Warren Davis: “Yes, but it’s usually in the afternoon.” 
 
   Warrior camper Cooper Kurtz: “Would you punish me for something I didn’t do? 
 Warrior counselor Krista Wynia: “No, of course not, Cooper.” 
                                     Cooper: “Good, because I didn’t make my bed this morning.”  
                                             

                                                                   
 
                        

WHAT??  
Big Chief Neil Minsky (center) with his henchmen, 

Dave Wentz (left) and Jeff Cunjak. 



    
 

WHERE ARE THEY NOW??? 
 
I arrived at Grand Central Station along with my parents and my brother, Peter, in late June of 1947. Morty 

always told me in later years that I was a tough enlistee and that he had to make three trips to Deal on the 

Jersey shore to sign us up.  My mother wanted us to go to Camp Kennebec but they were full. My gain, their 

loss, since I was good for 29 summers at Takajo — 6 as a camper, 6 as a counselor and 17 as camp physician.  

 

I loved every season, from 1947 to 1985, but on that June night, I was a nervous 11 year old. I met one kid, Jeff 

Bauman, on the train and we told Morty that we would like to be in the same bunk. I had no idea that bunks 

were carefully chosen beforehand and that Jeff was not even in my intermediate age group.  

 

A six or seven hour train ride was how it was done then. 

At that point in my life, I had never even been on a 

plane. The train arrived at dawn in Portland rail yard, 

then we spent an hour or so on a bus.  When we arrived 

at camp, I was directed to Bunk Kiowa which was a 

“tentalow,” a wooden floor with six foot walls that were 

largely screens, covered with a canvas roof and “flaps” 

for rain.  I lived in those for the next twelve summers 

(Kiowa, Kennebec, Powhatan, Cherokee, Choctaw, and 

Clubhouse behind the senior “C” row as a camper. (I 

hope all of you can name your bunks 66 years later when 

you’re 77 years old!). Tentalows had no bathrooms or 

showers. There was a “washhouse” and one 

“showerhouse” which we were required to visit from 

time to time. One of my bunkmates was Bobby 

Konigsberg, whose nephew, Jeff, is still associated with 

the camp in some capacity. The other two names are 

available on request. Our counselor was Sabe Basescu 

and our picture is up on the board in the Lodge. 

 

The tentalows had been  built by the girls camp, Camp 

Kearsage, that was  purchased by Morty in 1946 and 

became Camp Takajo. There was no electricity in the 

bunks. Morty,  knowing that boys are more afraid of the dark than girls, added a  single light bulb which hung 

from the center of each bunk. We broke a  lot of bulbs. That and flashlights were the only lighting in those  

bunks as long as they were used. Morty taught me that it's pretty easy  to walk around after dark using 

ambient light and being familiar with  where you are. For the next forty years, I never used a flashlight to get  

around camp. I never fell (although I did stub a few toes) and once had a letter  in the New York Times about 

walking around in the dark, giving proper  credit to camp. 

 

The first day we had “tryouts” and I was made a captain, one of Morty’s rare lapses in judgment. We played 

baseball, basketball and tennis in rotation. My team was the Bears, but the Tigers and Lions were better in all 

three sports, not to mention track and swimming. There were two tennis courts and no grass on the infield. 

The current soccer fields were all woods and lacrosse was an Indian game. 

 

The night was cold. My first letter home said: “Send more blankets before finishing this letter.”  The blankets 

came (we had Pony Express in those days), but by then it had warmed up anyway.   

 

 

WHAT ARE THE SOUPS TODAY?   
Forever young, Lonnie and Bette Hanauer  

during their trip to Maine in 2012. 



    
 

That first night was followed by my first Takajo 

morning. Morty made everything sound like it would 

be exciting and fun. At supper the previous night he 

had told us there was a “morning dip” where we had 

the privilege of leaping out of bed at reveille, racing 

down to the waterfront with a towel and bathrobe 

(optional) and jumping into the water. This was called 

a “dip.” As an anxious and naïve 11 year old, I tried it. I 

hated it. As of this writing, I have gone 65½ years and 

counting without a second dip. I never even looked 

out of my bunk again to see if the tradition persists. 

 

There were 92 kids in camp that first summer:  

Seniors, Intermediates, Juniors, a few Warriors 

(including my brother, Peter, and Donnie Abrams’ big 

brother, Arnie), and three Braves — Leslie Bierman, 

Freddy Claar and Bobby Schwartz, the nurse’s son. She 

and Elise were the only women allowed in camp. Head counselor Zip Wagner and his wife, Evelyn, (who would spend 

the next 42 summers at Takajo) slept in Naples. 

 

There was intercamp competition in baseball, basketball and tennis against local camps like Kohut, Chickawah, 

Powhatan and Skylemar, some of which survive to this day. Kennebec was too far away and there was no Kennebec 

tennis tournament until my counselor years. 

 

Camp had three “visiting weekends” (not days). My parents, with my grandmother and my cocker spaniel, Oscar, stayed 

for three weeks at a motel by the lake in Bridgton and visited on three Saturdays and three Sundays. 

 

I don’t recall any “Big Trips” although I think the “good overnight campers” (never me) went to Mount Katahdin. I think I 

did one overnight to Mt. Pleasant and didn’t like it. 

 

There was a Big Show in the dining hall, “Emperor Jones” by Eugene O’Neill, starring Carroll Janis. Musicals were four 

years away and the Playhouse was five years away, opening in 1952 with “South Pacific,” starring Jim Schuster and Ernie 

Fleishman. I was Lt. Joe Cable. I died, but not before I sang “Younger than Springtime.” 

 

Back to 1947. Takajo had “Color War” for seven or eight years before Morty decided it was getting too competitive.  He 

decided to divide the whole camp, except the very youngest boys, into Green and Gray teams. There were counselor 

coaches on each side with many competitions, including string burning, ping pong, fencing and even “meal points” for 

the quieter side of the dining room. (I think my side won.) There were many end of season trophies at the Final Banquet 

such as “most sportsmanlike camper” (for which I was not a contender!). 

 

The season ended and it was back home on the train. (I never did travel to camp on a plane.)  There was a November 

reunion in Van Cortlandt Park, but for ten months I waited anxiously for year number two. In 1948, there were the first 

wooden double bunks and about fifty percent more kids. 

  

I was a camper for six summers, ending at age 16½ in 1952.  I went from my final summer as a camper to being a 

freshman at Cornell a few weeks later. I spent six years as a counselor (two basketball, four baseball, the last with my 

brother as the other baseball counselor). I was “pinned” to Bette (who was at nearby Camp Mataponi) in 1956, engaged 

in ’57, married in ’58 (and since). In ’59, the fourth year of medical school began in June instead of September.  In 1960 

and ’61, I was a medical resident in Boston and we visited on a few weekends. Nice place for a starving resident to visit 

and share a room in Morty’s house (now the cabin of Donny K, Jeff’s dad, who was at Takajo in 1947, too). 

 

I finally qualified to be the camp doctor (for 4 weeks) in 1965, 67-69, and then for a third of the summer every year from 

1972-85, except for my own (family) western trip in 1979. Now we visit year or two, mainly for the soup. See you all in 

2013 or 2014! 

        — Lonnie Hanauer 

 

WHAT WAS I THINKING, GETTING IN THIS CAGE  
WITH LONNIE HANAUER? asks a wary Bengal tiger. 



SPECIAL NOTES 
 
Two down, five to go… 
Congratulations to my 
two beautiful step-
daughters, Lindsay and 
Jamie.  Lindsay married 
the pride of Baltimore, 
U. Penn and Camp 
Takajo, Evan Weinberg, 
in  a p icturesque 
ceremony at camp in 
late August. In January, 
Jamie married George 
Hess of NYC who is a 
promoter for a London 
recording label.  Jamie 
and George were 
married in a picturesque 
ceremony in Jamaica.  
 
Congratulations to Junie 
and Lorna Mowatt who 
celebrated their 70th 
Wedding Anniversary in 
December!  (See, girls, 
nothing to it!!)  Junie 
wa s  t h e  c amp ’ s 
caretaker until 1988 
w h e n  h e 
retired….which may be 
what prompted Morty 
to sell the camp! 
 
Congratulations to Jeff 
and Priscilla Cunjak 
whose daughter, Lucy, 
was born in October.  
Lucy joins brothers 
Jimmy and Johnny who 
will provide her with 
plenty of insight into the 
way boys think — or 
don’t!! 
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WE DID!  Evan and Lindsay 
leave the scene of the crime  

to dance the night away  
with family and friends! 

WE STILL DO! 
Junie and Lorna Mowatt 

celebrate 70 years  
of marriage! 

MORE LIKE MOMMY  
EVERY DAY! 

Thank goodness!   
Congratulations to  

Jeff and Priscilla Cunjak  
on their first daughter, Lucy, 

who will join brothers  
Jimmy and Johnny 

at camp this summer. 

WE DID, TOO!  George and 
Jamie celebrate their nuptials  
in a slightly different venue —  

at a NYC reception! 

 

With all this talk of marriage, anniversaries and babies, I leave you with this thought that 
brings to mind the relationships forged at camp:  “Family members can be your best 
friends….and best friends, whether or not they are related to you, can be your family.”  
 
As the days start to get a little longer and the temperatures start to get a little warmer, 
our attention turns toward the summer and all the preparations that will make our 67th 
season one to remember! 
 
Warren joins in sending best wishes to all of you! 


